
The ABD 

Class	Number	17	
 

 6:52  Silverdale Good evening One & All! 
George - Seattle 

 6:56  Gnosticman Good evening from Lorililah and gnosticman in the chilly Ozarks 
 6:57  Lost_horizon Hello, all  Dan, Grass Valley 
 6:57  Jinjjerrojers hi 
 6:58  Skafooti Judy Holt, signing on from Los Angeles 
 6:59  Pathworld hi all 
 6:59  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) Long Beach CA 

 6:59  Batthra hellow from 110 degrees los angeles fires everywhere bridge burned down  
 6:59  Silverdale Hi - Skafooti! 
 6:59  Pathworld Jenny- Corona 
 6:59  Hawklady Shikoba - Norco 
 6:59  Skafooti I need call in number 
 7:00  Southerly19 hello, rita-atlanta 
 7:00  Silverdale 218-862-3987           291472# 
 7:00  Pathworld Im ready 
 7:00  Lost_horizon Thanks, Silverdale 
 7:01  Pathworld and its 5 oclock somewhere 
 7:01  Skafooti I am on PHONE now, thanks George! 
 7:02  Silverdale Hawaii? 
 7:04  Simmontemplar Hello Everyone !! 
 7:04  PRO Puzzletricks Hello everyone 
 7:04  Silverdale Hi Simmon ... glad you're here tonight! 
 7:04  Lost_horizon Hi, Simmon & Puzzletricks 

welcome 

 7:05  PRO Puzzletricks Hi Lost  
 7:05  Simmontemplar Thanks Dan and George, likewise ! 
 7:06  PRO Gnosticman Hi, Puzzletricks. 
 7:06  PRO Puzzletricks Hi Gnosticman! 
 7:07  Pathworld Hi Simmon  
 7:07  Simmontemplar Hey Path !! 
 7:08  Lornaallan Good evening 
 7:08  Simmontemplar Hi Lorna ! 
 7:08  Lost_horizon Welcome, Lorna 
 7:08  Jinjjerrojers yes, Workin2bredy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x10uG6hDSnY 

 7:20  PRO Markroche Mark Los Angeles 
 7:20  Silverdale Hi - Mark! 
 7:20  Lost_horizon Hi, Mark - welcome 
 7:22  108repetitions everywhere God is a symbol a 'scandal' written on Gospels then internally the 

same . start state 



 7:26  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) having problems with video going in and out 
 7:26  108repetitions few wars to hide that inside.... clear mind 
 7:27  Lost_horizon anybody else having video problems? 

(seems ok here) 

 7:27  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) i am 
 7:27  Melissalorca fine here 
 7:27  Vadere fine here as well 
 7:27  Silverdale fine here ... 
 7:28  Skafooti fine here too 
 7:28  Sierr_a perfect in Texas 
 7:28  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) maybe just my computer will have to view archives later if video does 

not come back. 
 7:28  Lost_horizon thanks - try refreshing, Star 
 7:29  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) Okay Lost 
 7:31  Lost_horizon "The vigil is important because we don't know when the moment will arrive" 

(thanks, Judy) 
 7:31  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) Works now! thanks Lost. 
 7:33  108repetitions whenever someone dies or like that drama his karma appears in your lower 

intellectual center not confuse your thoughts, remember teach 
 7:34  Melissalorca Orientation 
 7:35  108repetitions so lie and say your name Ego for construction other reality 
 7:35  PRO Markroche EJ had said that Neville needed help. And for us to get the message across to 

Neville 'let go, move on' 
 7:36  Melissalorca He had to get his bearings. 
 7:36  PRO Markroche and also EJ had said we were working to get him to the ashram 
 7:38  Batthra Norton street 
 7:39  108repetitions no more    who want's to be One? 
 7:39  PRO Gnosticman Letting go to realize that in fact the voyager is the Clear Light. 
 7:40  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) So true Iven 
 7:41  108repetitions my consciousness respond? 
 7:41  PRO Markroche it was also a strong experience just hearing so many different readers reading 

for so long on end 
 7:41  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) right David exactly 

(Star) Come to my class on Sunday's I would love to have you! 

 7:42  Pathworld we did it in d2 for a guy in a traffic accident it was so strong it made me cry and i kept 
going but couldn't see screen sometime 

 7:42  PRO Markroche yeah, about the sensation of the higher vibratory body, when reading, noticed at 
one point that i was reading to the other readers, but then i realized it was 
all one big vibe and that it amounted to the same thing 

 7:43  Simmontemplar I wonder...how can that be "experience" or "perceived" as a ..Loop in those 
realms 

 7:43  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) Correct MarkR 
 7:43  Gapalz I think that Neville’s passing made the vague idea of death a much more real experience 

for me, and seeing how the ashram responded, seeing the circle, was profound. The synchronicity 
with this class is also amazing... 

 7:44  Pathworld mine 
 7:45  Simmontemplar Silverdale: Bring mine Silver if you please 
 7:46  108repetitions object consciousness unconsciousness subject subconsciousness 

?supraconsciousness? bidimensional so 
 7:47  Lost_horizon (He read Pathworld's comment... yours is coming up, Simmon) 



 7:47  Simmontemplar Thanks Dan 
 7:48  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) reading to re-familiarize the voyager that they have been in that 

space before and then they can remember and voyage like business as usual...then they can move 
on...transition 

 7:49  Skafooti Yes, I think that is what EJ meant because he said...........regarding Neville.........he is 
not going to work on Monday. This was the loop........his business life........ 

 7:49  108repetitions not easy talk what can remember abouth bidimensional conversation 
 7:49  PRO Markroche the subject of being caught in loops is addressed a bit in one of the Norton 

Street episodes 
 7:49  Simmontemplar when I recognize my mechanical habits or behaviors, until I realize and change 

them  and regain Presence 
 7:50  108repetitions bastard comedy norton street if you are not identificate with state 
 7:51  Simmontemplar Thank you Silver; you are awesome ! 

Thank you Ska and Mark for the imput as well 

 7:52  108repetitions crystal and mike and other monsters so lineal 
like disney movie but is not 

 7:54  Lost_horizon (In the Norton Street script, Crystal and Mike are the guides, whose job is to 
remind the bornless one who he is, whether he likes it or not) 

 7:55  108repetitions what guides, they dont exist you dont know the truth or him 
 7:55  Lost_horizon Yes, they aren't strictly speaking "real" 
 7:56  Nortiana "The voyager does not need to wonder whether or not this data (Instructiosn for 

Transit) will be there when it is needed, because it will be needed. Even for those who have 
practiced the teaching in life, through constant intentional stress, visualizaion, and psycho-emotional 
reinfocement, readings are performed as a back-up just in case something should go wrong... go 
wrong.. go wrong..." ABD 

 7:56  Lost_horizon Thanks, Nortiana  
 7:56  Nortiana Anything could go wrong  That's the importance of the readings and the readers' work 
 7:57  Silverdale Good contribution Nortiana ... 
 7:58  108repetitions you have written the read's book you exist only you common start begins to enter 

that state absolute wrong 
 7:59  Lost_horizon Could we have the address for the readings? 
 8:00  Nortianahttp://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/prosperity/217/220/1602 
 8:00  Lost_horizon Thanks, Nortiana 
 8:00  Nortiana Same place of the vigil 
 8:02  Simmontemplar These readings would the Last exercise on Practical Work on the Self for us, 

after passing 
 8:04  108repetitions as do for soul feel it? practice teaches you how 
 8:04  Hawklady Jana are you here? 
 8:05  Lost_horizon Hi, Hawklady 

Jana is here... do you want to talk to her? 

 8:05  Hawklady yes 
 8:05  108repetitions yes 
 8:05  Lost_horizon (sorry - Janna) 
 8:05  108repetitions late 
 8:05  Lost_horizon ok 
 8:06  Hawklady can we set a time for Friday 
 8:06  Skafooti Bye ALL, and thank you 
 8:06  Lost_horizon yes 
 8:06  Hawklady Thanks George 
 8:06  Melissalorca Thank you all. 



 8:06  Gapalz thanks all! 
 8:06  Southerly19 thank you, nite 
 8:06  Nortiana Thanks 
 8:06  Lost_horizon (Janna is typing) 
 8:06  Sylviarichardson931 (Star) Good bye everyone... 
 8:06  PRO Puzzletricks Thanks and goodnight everyone 
 8:06  Jinjjerrojers Hi Lorca 
 8:06  Hawklady wonderful can i email her to set the time 
 8:06  Lost_horizon Yes in the afternoon 
 8:06  Silverdale Good night everyone ... 
 8:06  Lost_horizon on friday 
 8:06  Jinjjerrojers Thank you everyone! 
 8:06  Lost_horizon towards five 
 8:06  Pathworld Thank you all 
 8:06  Melissalorca Hi Jinjjer 
 8:06  Hawklady Thank you everyone 
 8:07  PRO Markroche thanks, happy dreams cosmic dreamers 
 8:07  Simmontemplar Thank you so much; good night All 
 8:07  Lost_horizon thank you, Hawklady 
 8:07  PRO Gnosticman Good night and thanks 
 8:07  Hawklady no can't do it that late 
 8:07  108repetitions dont 
 8:07  Lost_horizon how about 4 pm friday (janna here) 
 8:08  Hawklady Okay 4 PM, but please no later, I have guest at 6 

gotta feed people you know 

 8:08  Lost_horizon ok, i'll be in the ganesh temple area at 4 on friday... 
we can meet near the hobbit hut, and read 

 8:08  Hawklady Thanks Janna, have a great night, okay if i have trouble i'll call you 
 8:09  Lost_horizon i got new headphones and speaker...yes call anytime 
 8:09  Hawklady i'm not familiar at all 

wonderful, 

good night all, have a blessed night and week 

 8:10  Lost_horizon  janna signing off now... i'll contact you friday by email and phone 
we got our phones repaired 

over and out for now  

(Dan now) - Thank you, all 

Goodnight 

 


